Hello E-52ers!

Your humble secretary apologizes for the extreme lateness of the minutes. The wolf, as they say, is at the door. He has eaten the brave huntsman and little Hansel and Gretel; now he snarls in my geraniums (not my geraniums!).

Anyway, here are the minutes from this week's meeting.

Minutes for E-52 Meeting: September 21, 2009

::President:: (Kelli Shermeyer) Email: klsherm@udel.edu

Maroon 5 tickets go on sale this week. They’re available at the box office.

Events:
Tuesday, 05/19: Comedian Theo Vaughn is in the Coffeehouse Series in the Scrounge at 8:30 PM. This event is free!
Wednesday Movie in Trabant: Brother’s Bloom
Weekend Movies: Transformers 2

::Vice President:: (Robert Garland) Email: rgarland@udel.edu

If you came in late, sign in on the sheet.
His hair is short(er). And short.

- Social (Tracy Howard)
  - HTAC wants to do the hayride. October 27th, and tickets will be $10 each. More information pending. Meeting in the Perkins parking lot at 7:40pm.
  - Email her if you’re interested in the hayride (thoward@udel.edu) and bring money to the next meetings.
- Publicity (Alyssa Benedetto)
  - SAST teasers are done. They are really big right now.
  - The Perkins board downstairs is done! Yay! Will put the R&G posters in soon.
  - There will be a new set of teaser flyers for R&G next week
- JAX (Abby Stenner, Baroness of JAX)
  - JAX is still moldy.
- Fundraising (Tracy Howard)
  - Finding chocolates to sell at intermission.
- Historian (Lucy McCully)
  - Has a budget and needs to go shopping. Sounds like a sweet job to me.
- Website (Tyler Rommel)
  - Has transcribed the constitution into an editable (but not edible) text document. Will send it to Kurt to have it checked out, and then it will be launched. Woohoo!
  - Also, put the minutes and the office hours up.
- Tech (Lisa Lafferty)
  - Is in the process of putting together a tech notebook.
  - Needs to talk to Vinny about paint removal.
  - Also needs some information about when they can buy the circ saw with the funds John procured.
- Alumni (Callie Eros)
  - We have one. It’s awesome. Her name is Callie, and she just got the book. She’d better not mess it up, or she will be attacked by zombie alumni. Epic sadness (and brain eatage).
• **Andrea Fendt)**
  - Has about 90% of the SAST props. R&G is next.
  - She found the key, Rob takes it.

• **Banquet (Zoë Read)**
  - Not here.

• **Hair and Make-up Chair (Fallon Rice)**
  - Handles hair/makeup needs for the shows; anybody who has said needs should email her

• **Room Reservation (Kelli Shermeyer)**
  - We still have rooms. It’s wonderful. If anyone has problems, they should contact her.

::**Exec Chair::** (Meghan Gonzalez) email: meggon@udel.edu

Went to SAST rehearsals yesterday. All but Tracy’s were rehearsing (she will go to Tracy’s tomorrow). Tracy sounds nervous—is she hiding something? Bodies perhaps? (Actually, I don’t think it’s bodies). Candy, maybe?

Anthony’s cast is super awesome and gets 5,000,000 gold stars. They rock, like a little family that isn’t trying to kill each other. Props to Anthony. Also, apparently, Meaghan was forced to dance yesterday.

Zoe’s rehearsals are coming along nicely acting-wise. Still has to find a Jimmy; we are working on that. Calling and emailing is happening. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, email meggon@udel.edu or zread@udel.edu. They want your help! (Paul has offered his services otherwise).

Tyler’s rehearsal was sad because nobody was there. And by nobody, she means a lot of people were missing. Aliens may have been involved. But the cast that WAS there was really good. Hooray!

Kelli’s rehearsal made Meg laugh out loud and pee her pants (hopefully metaphorically on that last bit).

::**Treasurer::** (John Lowe) Email: lowejm@udel.edu

Has checks! Kelli might win diplomat award this year, unless Casey kills her. (Which I won’t, don’t worry).

When you give him receipts, he needs printed the legal name of the person the check is going to, the budget and show the receipt is for, and the signature of the person in charge of the budget. If you need your money back fast, you need to let him know!!

::**Secretary::** (Casey Eros) Email: ceros@udel.edu

There was no question of the week last week. So everyone is a winner! That is to say, nobody is a winner.

**Quick recap on voting rights:** when a major issue comes up to vote (constitutional amendments, show proposals, and elections), the exec board will let the general membership know at least a
week in advance. The secretary (I) will also send out emails with the names of those people who have voting rights, and those people who are close to getting them. How do you get voting rights, you ask? **The easiest way to get voting rights is to come to meetings.** Everyone who has attended at least half of the meetings in the semester up to the point at which we are voting automatically has voting rights (although that means you **must** sign the attendance sheet so that I know who was and wasn't there. If your name isn't on it, as far as I know you were a no-show).

If, for one reason or another, you can't make it to meetings, but you still believe you deserve voting rights, you can petition the executive board to grant them. To petition, send me an email explaining why you deserve voting rights. I'll then take that email to the exec board and we'll make a decision about whether or not to grant those rights. All petitions must be received **by the last executive board meeting before voting starts.** When I send out information on who has voting rights and who doesn't, I'll include the last date we'll be accepting petitions.

We voted on the banquet. The vote went almost unanimously in favor of a low-key fall banquet, possibly somewhere on Main Street. It will be cheap, it will be fun, and Meg can still wear a pretty dress if she really wants to.

Anthony knows people who work at Kates. Also, he works for catering (for spring).

**::Student Rep:: (Kurt Meusel) Email: kmeusel@udel.edu**

Fourth meeting next week. Will be awesome.
Send him an email if you need anything. Or if you want to change the constitution.

**::Others::**

None. It’s Monday.

**::Question of the Week::**

So, the first day of fall (my favorite season) was this week. What is your favorite thing about fall? And if you hate fall (tsk!), what's your least favorite thing about it?

Since there was no question of the week last week, I'll be picking two winners for this one. Dazzle me!